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I. INI'RODUcT ION 
S-tatement of Problem 
The reduc-tion of apparen't objec~ contrast by haze light 
(atmospheric flare) has long been recognized a.s one of the limi'ting 
f'a.ctors in the performance of aerial.· photography; however, onJ.y limited 
aerial measurements of atmospheric haze effects have been. made and no 
measurements are presently reported a.t the aJ. titudes used by modern 
military a.ircra:f't., A program of atmospheric haze study is now being 
undertaken by the Boston University Physical Research Laboratory under 
USAF Contract. · hJ. a.ir'!lorne ·-telephotometrie device is being constructed 
to provide the data. necessa.t"y for this study. The device is now pa..r-
tiaJ.ly completed, and the first airborne tests should occur about the 
time this thesis is submitted. 
The purpose of thi.s thesis is to briefly describe this equip;.. 
ment and to present a proposed program for collection and analysis of 
data. collected during the initial flights of this instrument. 
It is e:x:pec'ted that this presen-t study will give a. qua.n.'tita.-
tive description of the principal atmospheric haze conditions found in 
modern aerial. reconnaissance. SpecificaJ.l.y, it is anticipated that the 
resul-:t;s will show the erlertience of correlations between haze conditions 
and other parameters, thereby permitting the optimum scheduling o:r photo-
graphic missions end indicating the best photographic orientation for a. 
given set of conditions. 
B.. Atmoe:pheric Haze 
The earth's atmosphere is composed of loosely-packed gas mole-
cules, water vapor, water droplets and dust. Atmospheric haze light re-
l 
sults from the interference of these atmospheric components with the pro-
pagation o:f light waves. The following table lists the approximate sizes 
o:f particles :found in the atmosphere. 
Qr<iers of .Size of Atmospheric Particlel 
Gas moleeul~s 
Combustion nuclei 
Sea,...saJ.t nuclei 
Sea-salt nuclei 
Fog, cloud 
Dust 
(dry) 
(<iry) 
(humid) 
Wave length. o:f green light 
10-4 micron 
10-2 micron 
10-l micron 
1 micron 
1 to 100 microns 
1 micron 
0.5 microns 
The measurable result of atmospheric interference on passage 
o:f light can be considered without investigating the physical phenomena 
ca.us:i.Jlg the interference. To do this, it is convenient to first eon-
sider one narrow light beam passing through an atmosphere uncontaminated 
by other light sources. The intensity o:f this beam will aJ.ways decrease 
as the light penetrates farther into the atmosphere. This loss o:f in-
tensity is to some extent due to absorption of light by atmospheric 
particles but primarily results from the fact that some light is scat-
tered to one side by the atmospheric particles. If there are many beams 
o:f light in the immediate vicinity of the :first beam, some of the light 
deflected from extraneous light beams will by chance be propagated along 
the path o:f the original light beam and will add to its intensity.. Thus 
1 Brock, G. C .. , PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, Lo:p.@llans, Green 
& Co., Page 19'1 
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there will be, first, a subtractive effect caused by the atmosphere a.b-
sorbing e.nd scattering light from the light beam e.nd, second, the addi-
tive effect of some of the light scattered £rom the extraneous light 
beams. In actual aerial. recollll6Lissa.nce, there are a.n infinite number 
of extraneous light beams e.nd an extremely long path length from object 
to receptor. 
11True absorption represents the actual disappearance of light, 
the energy of which is converted into heat motion of the molecules of 
the a.bsorb:l:ng material. This will occur to only a. smaJ.l extent (in an 
atmosphere of finely divided particles):2 The absorption coefficient 
in Lambert's equation (I•I0 e·•cl) includes loss of light due to absorp-
tion and scattering. It is in this sense that the tam absorption is 
used in this paper. 
"Haze light" or "scattered light", as used in this paper, will 
, connote that light which appears to originate at the atmospheric pa.rti-
cles. Attempts have been made to caJ.cula.te mathematical expressions for 
primary and . secondary scattering of sunlight a.nd approximate formulas 
developed. References for such studies of scattered and rescattered 
light are given in the bibliography. 
When viewed from a.n 6Lircraft, the light scattered upward by 
the atmosphere is added evenly to the light reflected from ground ob-
jects, reducing the luminous differences by which these objects are rec-
ognized. Since all experimental. data. i;D.dica.te that the total amount of 
2 J'ellkins and White, FtJNDAMENT.ALS OF PHYSICAL OPriCS, McGraw-Hill Book 
Co .. , Page 271 
. up-welling light will increase with increased altitude a.nd since image-
forming light attenuation must increase with increased aJ. titude, 8.!JY in-
crease in up-welling light (for a fixed orientation) must indicate an 
even greater increase in scattered or haze light.. Therefore, the ev~ua.-
tion of up-welling light can be used as a measure of atmospheric ha.ze 
conditions. 
0. Resume gf Atmo§Pheric Haz@ Studies 
- . 
lil!rlr in the 18th . century Newton studied the sc~tteriDg of 
light by the atmosphere and theorized that this scattering was the cause 
of the blue color of the s1cy'. In. the middle of the 19th cen"!iury, Claus-
ius derived the equation :t=I0 e-1<flt. for the reduction of light inten-
sity as it is passed through an atmosphere. In this equation I ;s the 
tra.nsnitted intensity, I 0 is the initi~ intensi"!:r, d is the length of 
the atmospheric path, A i"s the wave length of light transmitted, and k 
is an. attenuation constant." Toward the end of the 19th century, J'. w. 
Rayleigh studied at'mospheric optics and pr<;>posed :tJ.is theQrr for scat-
tering of light. His mathematical investigation gave a. general la.w for 
scattered light intensity, for particles the linear dimettsions of which 
are considerably smaller than wave length of incident light ~d whose 
index of refraction is different fr.om that of the surrounding medium. 
The scattered light intensity, under these circumstances, is found to 
be proportional to the incident light intensity, to the square of the 
volume of the scattering particle, and inversely proportional to the 
fourth power of the incident light wave length.3 
.. 
"'' 3 J'enld.ns and White, FUNDAMENTALS OF PHYSICAL OPTICS, McGraw-Hill Book 
Co. , Page 281 
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In the ~ower atmosphere, partic~es much ~arger tha.n the average 
upper-atmosphere partic~e are constant~y being dispersed by dust storms, 
fires, vo~canos, industrial. p~ants and evaporation processes. The ex-
tent of this atmospheric contamination varies continuaJ.~y from p~ace to 
place and :er'6m time to time. Thus the atmospheric scattering function 
is continually varying, and scattered light intensity is found to be pro-
portio:p.al to something ~ess than the fourth power of the incident light 
wave length,. 
, The begilming of weather forecasting a:rter the Crimean War in-
creased general interest in the atmospheric phenomena. The invention of 
the aircraft gave added impetus to the study of the atmosphere. The im-
portance of aerial photography now requires a greater understanding of 
the atmosphe;~;;:ie phenomena, particularly an understanding of atmospheric 
haze. 
Considerable attention has been given by the Navy and the 
Weather Bureau to the attenuation of light along horizontal paths and to 
the deterioration of apparent object contrast along such paths. A photo-
_,:J. 
electric device for measuring atmospheric attenuation of brightness eon-
trast a~ong a horizontal path is described in a paper from the Optical 
Research Laboratory of the University of Texas. 4 For' this study, seven 
black and! white targets were situated from 300 yard~ to 15,267 yards 
from the telephotometer a.nd were graduated so 'as to each subtend the same 
angle at the meter. The purpose of this study was to determine the mete-
orolo~ea.l factors which influence visibility and to determine the pra.e-
4 Coleman, H. S., Morris, F.J'., Rosenberger, H.E., A PHOTOELECTRIC .MEI'HOD 
OF MEASURING THE ATMOSPHERIC MTENUJ\'r.ION OF BRIGHTNESS CON'IRABr ALONG 
A HORIZOO AL PATH FOR THE VISIBLE RID ION OF THE SPECTRUM, J'. 0~ S. A. VOL. 
~. ~M~Jqem5 , 
5 
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tieaJ. applicability of Koschmieder 's law for theoretical attenuation. In 
terms of contrast this law can be expressed as ~=C0 a-IR where R is 
range, ~ is attenuation coefficient, C0 is the iDharent object bright-
ness contrast, end C~ is the apparent brightness contrast.. Koschmieder' s 
law was fotmd to be applicable for far more eases of interest than the 
simplifYing assumptions used in its derivation would be expected to per-
mit. In tbeir ·paper, Coleman, Morris and Rosenberger establish no corre- . 
lation between meteorological data and contrast attenuation. Presently, 
studies along horizontal paths are being made at the Wesleyan University, 
ORDNES facility at Bradley Field, Connectic\lt. Reports of work accom-
plished by this school bear a military classification and cannot be de-
scribed here. 
In 192:5 Eastman Kodak Co. made aerial photographic measure-
ments of haze factors at low altitudes, 5 and in 1929 I. F. Hand made 
photometric measurements over various landscapes at aJ.ti1iudes up to 
9,000 feet.. During ;t942 and 194:5 D. B. Merrill made several aerial 
haze investigations for the Army Air Forces. 6 The first flight (from 
2,000 to 20,000 feet) measured up-welling light intensity through three 
filters using G. E. Exposure meters. Only one fiight was completed using 
this equipment in 1942, the results of which showed neutral sca-ttering 
up to 5,000 feet. Above this altitude, blue light intensity increased 
most rapidJ.y while red 11gh1i intensity increased most slowly. In 194:5 
6 Research Laboratory, Eastman Kodak Co., D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc. (192:5) 
AERIAL HAZE AND :ITS EFFECT ON PHOTOGRAPHY :BROM THE AIR 
6 Photographic Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB, SeriaJ. Nos. lllxp-M-59-
67'7-22-2, Eng-59-667-22-4, Eng-59-667-22-6 . 
6 
an automatic recording device using calibrated exposure meters pointed 
vertically downward wa.s flown ten times, the highest altitude achieved 
being 30,000 feet. From this series of' fligh-ts the average ratio of' 
image-forming light to total. up-welling light at 30,000 feet in three 
spectral renges was found to be blue 1-5, green 3-10, red 4-10., A final. 
report in this series describes a. method for reproducing haze effects in 
a. laboratory by placing lightly painted glass plates between object and 
camera. These plates were to be used for testi:Dg the effects of haze on 
color photography. 
Tl_l:e Royal. Aircraft Establishment of England published in 1960 
a report by :R· HaJ.l- describing observations made at aJ.titudes up to 
16,500 feet. 7 The theoreticaJ. section of' this publication defines haze 
factor a.s per cent of light intensity added by the atmosphere divided 
-
by the ground brigh'!;ness as seen through the atmosphere of a horizontaJ., 
white diffuse reflector on the ground. The conclusion of this report 
was· that haze does not scatter light evenl.y in aJ.l directions, the great-
est sea'ttering effect occurring a't the image of that point on the ground 
which is intercepted by 'the solar ray through the aircra.:rt. The recom-
mendation was that verticeJ. photographs should not be taken when the 
solar rays will make, with the zenith, angles less than the semi-field 
angle of the lens. 
s. Q. Dtmtley, in a summary of war-time studies made by Sec-
tion 16.3 NationaJ. Defense Research Committee, h;o.s g-iven a clear mathe-
maticaJ. description of atmospheric scattering and attenuation effects 
7.British TechnicaJ. Note, PH 429, EMOT OF HAZE IN AEIRIAL PHarOGRAPHY 
aJ.ong slant paths. 8 His final. equation for apparent 
seen :from a distance R is: 8,_ : 1! ( I - e- ~. ~ ) 
where B~t - apparent lund nance 
B0 - inherent object luminance 
,o - attenua:tion coefficient at_ ground level 
·7(f, - luminous density of the atmosphere 
a; - :fraction of ;i >.scattered toward viewer at ground level 
R - the optical slant range, the path length within a homogenous 
atmosphere al.o~ which light would encounter the same number 
of particles actually encountered along the slant path R 
within a standard atmosphere 
This equation is then employed in the development of a.n expression for 
contrast reduction. Apparent contrast in this report was defined as 
object brightness minus background brightness divided by background 
brightness. The principal limitation of this approach is the employment 
of au idealized standard atmosphere which seldom exists in nature. The 
effect of this il:lherent discrepancy is partially reduced by graphical. 
representations which allow the observer to compensate for sharply de-
fined haze layers at which the atmospheric composition changes abruptly. 
The aJ.titudes between such layers are then assumed to vary as would a 
standard atmosphere. '':;·:0 ]_ 
The latest airborne telephotometer tests I have found reported 
were made by P. D• Carman a:n.d R. A. F. Car:nxthers in 1960.9 The purpose 
8 S. Q., Duntley, THE REDUCTI<l-l' OF APP AR:mNT CONTRAST BY THE ATMOSPHERE, 
J.o.s.A. Vol. ~ (194~) Page 179 
9 P. D. Carman and R. A. F. Carruthers, BRIGH!'NESS OF FINE DliT.CAE IN AJR 
PHOTOGRAPHY, J.O,.S. A. Vol. 4~ (l96l) Page 306 · . 
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of their survey was to determine the frequency of occurrence o:f the va.ri-
ous brightness vaJ.ues throughout a brightness range. Although determina-
tion of atmospheric haze values was not the primary purpose of these 
:flights, it is shown that light added by the ,atmosphere causes a decrease 
in brightness differences and that as altitude increases the overall 
brightness ra.nge decreases. 
Solar radiation as measured at ground level is directly af-
fected by the particle distribution a.nd content of the atmosphere a.nd 
therefore can probably be correlated with atmospheric haze measurements. 
Extensive studies of solar radiation have been made by H. KimbaJ.l1Rnd 
I. F. Hand11• Today, in over seventy ~olar radiation laboratories lo-
cated throughout the forty-eight states, Puerto Rico, Alaska, and Hawaii, 
constant measurements of solar radiation are being recorded from sun-up 
until sunset. These measurements are of totaJ. illumination between the 
wave lengths 0.3 and 0.75 and are made using a black and white segmented 
thermocouple termed a pyrheliometer. Measurements are made for the fo1-
lowing orientations: 
1. On a horizontal. surface 
2. On four verticaJ. surfaces :facing the cardinal 
points 
3.. On a surface normai to the sun's direction with 
skylight eliminated 
4. On a. surface normaJ. to the sun's direction with 
direct sunlight eliminated 
10 KimbaJ.l, H., SOLAR El-JERGY DISTRIBOl'ION CURVES, Monthly Weather Review 
Vol. 52 (1924) Page 473 
11 Kimball, H., Hand, I. F., JNVESTIGATION OF THE DUST CONTENr OF THID 1£-
MOSPHEJRE, Monthly Weather Review Vol. 52 (1924) Page 133 
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A. B,ecor_ding Te~_photomeiier 
Because of the experimental. nature of this program, iii was de-
cided to. approach the problem of evaluating haze conditions by a study 
of up-welling light. '!he haze recorder: now being constructed at Boston 
"' 
University, is a telephotometric device which will measure the up-well.ing 
light along a path 16 degrees wide ft>om horizon through the nadir to the 
opposite horizon. The ligb.t-a,ccepiiing optics of the haze recorder is 
mounted in the bottom of the aircraft fuselage so as to extend slightly 
beneath the aircraft. 
The up-welling light is accepted by a right prism which will 
rotate about an axis perpendicular to the canter of one of its faces. 
(See Appendix, Figure 2) This prism reflects the up-welling light into 
an adjacent fixed right prism. The fixed prism reflects the light up-
ward through a low-frequency, mechanical chopper into a beam-splitter. 
Here, it is again reflected and passed through a three-sector (blue, 
green and red) filter wheel into a photomultiplier tube. Light from a 
calibrating lamp passes through a high-frequency chopper, and then 
through the same beam7splitter and filter wheel into the photomultiplier 
tube. The light-accepting optics, or pick-up head, consists of both 
prisms, the beam-splitter, the mechanical choppers, the calibrating lamp, 
the filter wheel and the photomultiplier tube. 
The photomultiplier signal is sent to a recording assembly 
where the superimposed, high-frequency signal is filtered out and used 
to maintain a feed-back self-calibrating system. The low-frequency, up-
welling light signal. is rectified and displayed on an oscilloscope as 
*See Appendix, Figure 1 
10 
Y axis displacement. The X axis sweep of the oscilloscope is synchro-
nized with the angle of the rotating prism as it sweeps ~om horizon to 
horizon.. Thirty-five millimeter pictures are taken of the oscilloscope 
face and juxtaposed flight instruments during each sweep of the pick-up 
head., 
Flight instruments surrounding the oscilloscope face include 
a remote indicating compass, a pressure altimeter, a ~ee air tempera-
ture gage, gravitationaJ. tip a.nd tilt indicators and a set of lights 
indicating the sweep-plane lb:ea.ring of the recorder head relative to the 
longitudinal axis of the aircraft. 
The operating sequence of the haze recorder is automatic and, 
begjnn:fng with the sweep plane of the pick-up head parallel to the 1ongi-
tudinal a.xis of the aircraft, a separate sweep is made of light inten-
sity throut;9:l each fil tar (blue, green, red). The plane of the sweep is 
next rotated 45 degrees where blue, green and red light intensity meas-
urements are again made. This cycle is repeated at 90°, 135°. and 180°. 
The direction of the sweep plane rotation is then reversed and measure-
ments are repeated at 135°, 90° and 45°. The sweep plane of the pick-
up head then rotates to 0~ and the instrument is au:tomaticaJ.ly turned 
off. 
The recorder will be calibrated using a source of known spec-
traJ. quality and intensity, so that the intensity throut;9:l each filter 
will read unity when the optical a.:x:is is directed toward the calibration 
lamp. This ea.J.ibration lamp will be chosen so as to generally approxi-
mate the intensity an average ground scene would produce under daylight 
illumination at low altitude. 
ll 
B. lniti§:). F:li_ght Plm, 
1. Definitions 
The following five definitions will serve to convey a general. 
concept of the ma:m.er in which ·the ''haze recorder" will be novrn .. 
1. Sweep - rotation of the light-accepting optics so as to measure the 
light intensity from one horizon through the nadir to the 
opposite horizon. 
2. Set - a series of three consecutive sweeps, each measuring the 
light intensity through a different color filter; first blue,. 
then green, then red. 
3. Rl.m - four consecutive sets, all made at the same altitude, with 
the aircraft heading into the sun. The first set in each 
rtm. is made with the plane of the sweep paraJ.lel to the 
longitudinal. a.xis of the aircraft. 
4. Flight - starting at some set high aJ.titude, it is intended that 
each $UCCessive run be made at one-half the previous alti-
tude. A flight will consist of aJ.l runs made during one 
descent. 
5. Mission- A mission will consist of eJ.l flights made between one take-
off a.nd la.nd:ing of the aircraft • 
. Thus each flight mould yield a three-dimensional plot of 
relative intensity of up-welling light for three spectral. ranges. 
2. Collection of Data 
The data used :ror th~ atmospheric haze study will be derived 
from three· primary sources; the ha.ze recorder, an aerial observer and 
ground station reports. There will be some repetition of data in order 
12 
to achieve positive identification and as a check for instrument mal-
function. 
The initial flights will consist of a series of runs over a 
pre-selected target area., each run being at one-half the altitude of 
the previous run. Test flights, however, will be carried out in re-
verse order so that the effect altitude has on the electrical compon-
ents of the haze recorder may be determined., During each run the air-
craft will be maintained str~ght and level while the haze recorder is 
turned on and one operating cycle completed. 
Twenty-four photographs showing up-welling light intensity as 
a function of sweep angle will be taken during each operating cycle. 
However, half of these photographs will be duplicates with respect to 
orientation. This duplication will afford a means of checking the re-
peatability of the instrument under flight conditions.. Assuming the 
instrument will faithfully record intensity values during laboratory 
vibration tests and that aircraft electrical power is maintained within 
set limits, uneven grotm.d reflectance values shoul.d be suspected as a 
cause of non-repeatability of measurements. If this occurs, it is sug-
gested that (as a check of this suspicion) flights be planned over more 
uniform terrain. 
Initial flights other than equipment test flights should be 
made during clear weather and over terrain which is A01i, perfectly uni-
. form. These circumstances are well-suited for checking the instrument's 
repeatability of measurement, for clear weather will exclude the possi-
bility of clouds causing variations in light intensity, and lack of ter-
rajn tm.iformity will test the ability of the 15 degree acceptance angle 
l:S 
to integrate ground reflectance values. 
In most instances, reasons for collecting the data listed be-
low are obvious. When this is not true, later sections of this thesis 
will describe the vaJ..ue of such data.. 
The following is a list of a.1.1 the data to be recorded on 
each :frame ·of the 35 mlllimeter film taken during each flight of the 
haze recorder: 
a. Date; mission number, air base from which mission is nown, and time 
b. Oscilloscope trace of up-welling light intensity vs. sweep a.ng1e of 
pick-up head 
c. Relative bearing of the longitudinal axis of the aircraft and the 
plane formed by the sweep of the optical axis of the haze recorder; 
the term "relative bearing" when used will refer to this angle. 
d. Pressure aJ..titude of the aircraft 
e. Free air temperature 
f. Color of filter through which light is passing 
g. Gravitatio:ne.l tip a.nd tilt of the aircraft 
The following is a list of the data which shou1d be logged by 
an observer during each flight: 
a. De.te, mission number, air base from which mission is flown, time of 
beginning and ending of each flight· 
b. Location, latitude· and J.ongi tude of area over which run is made 
c. The observer's visual. judgment of the weather conditions a.nd general. 
terrain classification 
d. The aJ..titude of the sun at the beg:inning and end of each flight-this 
ca.n either be measured using a sextant or be computed using triple 
.. ,- - --
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interpolation formula. 
e,. A record of aircraft altitude, :r.ree air temperature, wind direction 
and velocity for each flight level 
f. A written report of 8J:3Y malfunctions encountered 
3. Collection of Related Meteorological Data 
One of the aims of this study is to determine the extent of 
correlation batween the occurrence of atmospheric conditions suitable 
for good aerial Photography and the preceding weather sequence. It is 
apparent that a determination of this tYPe of relationship will require 
extensive observations a.nd that generalizations in this respect cannot 
be drawn from the initial flights. Even though complete past weather 
records are maintained by, a.nd are available from, other government 
agencies, the following list of weather data. should be secured from the 
u.S. A .. F. weather stations closest to the flight area when the mission is 
flown: 
a. Approximate wind conditions, cloud coverage and relative humidity or 
dew point in the immediate area for all fli€JJ.t aJ..titudes 
b. A aynopsis of general weather conditions for the several days preced-
ing the mission. Pertinent data wou1d include: 
l) Precipitation - frequency of occurrence, type and amount 
2) Frontal. activity - kind and direction of movement 
3) Contour lines of equal barometric pressure (isobars) 
4) Unusual wind patterns and termperatures 
6) Ground visibility 
c. A synopsis of nationaJ. or regional weather conditions. The sign:i.fi-
•• 
cant features of this section. will include general wind patterns and 
e:d.sta.nce of unusual storms or long periods of precipitation.. Da.iJ.y 
national weather maps a.re avaiJ.able by monthly subscription from the 
Weather Bureau, Washington 25, D.O. Monthly "OJ.ima.toJ.ogical Data 
National Summary" pubJ.ica.tions are also avaiJ.a.bJ.e from the U.s. 
Weather Bureau. This publication gives monthJ.y averages of the 
tataJ. solar and slcy ra.diatio:t:- data, diffuse radiation (of slcy) and 
equatorial sun radiation (measured in a. plane normal to sun direc-
tion) ta.ken by seventy ·stations throughout the United States. The 
local station for these measurements is the Blue Hill Observ:atory, 
Mil ton, Massachusetts. 
Upon the compJ.etion of each mission, the observer · shoul.d tabu-
late in permanent form a. report of the ground and aeriaJ. observations 
taken. This report shoul.d eventuaJ.ly become a. part of the compJ.ete 
mission analysis. 
t.7I. ~~Y§I§ PROCIDDURE~ 
A. Reduction of Data 
. 
Twenty-four oscilloscope photographs will be taken during each 
run over the target area, with each night consisting of seven or more 
runs.. Thereofre, at least 168 oscilloscope photographs will be taken 
during each flight. After processing, it is intended that the film be 
projected and examined visuaJ.J.y. The person making this visua.J. check 
shoul.d note the presence of excessive tip or tilt and a.ny me.J.functions 
of the instruments. If either exists, the film shoul.d be appropria:teJ.y 
marked. AJ..so during this vi:sual cheek, the integrating qualities of the 
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15 degree light-acceptance angle can be evaluated, for insufficient in-
tegration of ground reflectance values will be indicated by sharp fluc-
tuation of' intensity for change in s.veep angle. 
It is suggested that at this point a substantial reduction in 
the number of graphs ca.n be achieved by projecting a.nd tracing appropri-
ate films to fOrm composite altitude plots for each color and relative 
bearing. In this form, all the light intensity data ca.n be plotted on 
twenty-four graphs,a.nd avery sweep angle will be registered. 
By inspecting the above sets of' graphs, the number of' sweep 
angles which must be tabulated in order to avoid loss of' interesting 
fluctuations can be determined. For the present, assume that 10 degree 
increments from vertical. up to 70 degrees will be sufficient for record-
ing aJ.1 interesting data. Complete tabulation of' intensity values for 
one flight of' seven altitudes will then consist of' 2,520 readings, of' 
which one-half' will be duplicate val'.les.. It is plaamed that this tabu-
lation will be completed manually for the first flights; however, it is 
apparent that automatic computing and tabulating devices must eventually 
be employed. Inquir4.es have disclosed the availability of' devices capa-
ble of' performing this data reduction, ultimately recording the data on 
tabulation sheets or IBM punch cards. Automatic plotting devices are 
aJ.so available which will transcribe data from IBM cards to graphical 
form. Weather a.nd mission data may be coded and placed on IBM cards • 
B. Data Analysis 
The data collected a.nd tabulated should be a.naJ.yzed for three 
primary considerations. First, it is expected that, from this haze study, 
... 
e 
it will be possible to predict the best camera. orientation and spectral 
range under any given set of conditions. Second, this program should 
determine those ground measurements which, sep~tely or in combination, 
will indicate to a greater extent than visual judgn~.ent the existing haze 
conditions. Third, it is hoped that weather sequences. which produce 
haze conditions compatable with good photography, can be systematically-
discovered and recorded as an aid for scheduling future photographic 
missions. 
In order that the reader will hr:;ve an understanding of the 
,Plots or graphs propos~d in this thesis, hy-pothetical curv.es suggesting 
the general sh~pe expected will be included following the mention of 
such graphs. 
The composite plots previously- described will give the first 
indication of best camera orientation and spectral range. 
RELATIVE BEARING 
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Figure 3. Hypothetical Composite Plot of Appropriate Slope Photographs 
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When the flights have been made over level and relatively uniform ground 
areas, depressiOns in these plots will ordinarily indicate directions of 
low haze intensity. 
This plot will aJ.so afford a quick check :for synchronization 
betWeen the scope trace and the sweep of the rotating prism. Unless the 
sun is directly overhead, the lowest intensity values will generaJ.ly be 
noted vertically downward; therefore, when most traces have their lowest 
values centered on the scope or when the lowest intensity vaJ.ues are 
scattered evenly about this centraJ. point, the eynchronization will be 
satisfactory. Should the lowest intensity values be consistently to one 
side of center for aJ.l relative bearings, then improper eynchronization 
should be suspected. Should the lowest intensity vaJ.ues be consistently 
to one side of center :for only one relative bearing, this will indicate 
that either the plene was not being flown straight and level or that 
landscape having a very low reflectance vaJ.ue is located in that dirac-
tion. When the latter is actuaJ.ly the case, the lowest point on the 
curve will move toward center and the depression will become narrower as 
altitude is increased. 
Proper operation of the meter indicating the relative bearing 
of the sweep can be checked by noting picture sequence and the general 
l 
symmetry of the curves about the vertical. axis; general.ly the 90 degree 
relative bearing position should prove to be the more symmetrical trace. 
Previous investigations have shown that atmospheric haze does 
not scatter incident light equally in aJ.l directions.12 This is some-
12 Brock, G. C., PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF AIR PHOI'OGRAPHY, Page 200 
----
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times noticeable from an a.i.rpl8Jle, :When the grotm.d appears clearer in one 
direction than 1n others. Pola.r plots in which r is relative intensity 
a.nd ~ is the relative bearing will be primary tools for determining this 
direction of minimum haze or best optical a.xi s orientation.. Such plots 
should be made first keeping filter color and sweep angle constant whil,e 
varying altitutie, and ~hen with filter col.or and altitude constant whil.e 
varying sweep angle. These graphs will show the effects of directional 
scattering and specular refl.ection; while inden~ations in such plots wil.l. 
indicate l.ow values of scattered l.ight intensity and consequently best 
orientations for oblique photography:. The value of this type plot can 
be better demonstrated by the following hypothetical polar plots& 
oo 
/I '\---T-"..--- 2000 FEET 
4000 FEET 
-8000 FEET 
180° 
VARYING ALTITUDES 
CONSTANT SWEEP ANGLE 
Figure 4. 
oo 
180° 
CONSTANT ALTITUDE - 4000 FEET 
VARYING SWEEP ANGLE 
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As the haze recorder is now planned, these curves are to be 
drawn smoothly through eight points.. This is a practical. arrangement 
for simplifying instrument design a.n.d construction. It is expected 
that graphicaJ. studies of the data collected on initiaJ. flights will 
disclose the directions in which measuremen:ts may be discontinued and 
will. indicate tendencies to be investigated in regions not presently 
pl.a.nned for observation. For practical. applications, the direction of 
minimum scatter does not have to be defined exactly. Instead directions 
should be selected that are removed from regions of intense scattering 
a distance greater than the semifield angle of any given camera .. 
It should not be e:li:pected that a few such plots will :f'ully 
describe the directional scattering. Initial plots may show trends, 
but atmospheric haze effect is a function of a great many variabl.es, 
and observations should be made for many varied sets of conditions. 
For instance a sl.oping haze level, such as is caused by frontaJ. move-
ments, will probably alter the form of the polar scattering plot. Also 
the location of the low intensity values will undoubtedly be influenced 
by the Slm • s altitude. Therefore, a general trend of the direct ion of 
minimum haze effect as haze conditions and sun al.titude vary may not be 
discernible from the above plots. In this case, it wil.l. be helpful. to 
determine the angle between ihe sun direction a.nd the line of sight 
which shows the minimum haze effect. This angle is better defined by 
the following sketch. 
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where; 
I 
LINE OF SIGHT- I 
-LINE OF SIGHT I 
I 
I 
I 
I I. 
-SUN 
I , ~ I 
I
I //_,_,-: / _j~ ______ j __ /_,,--'/ // v SUB POINT OF SUN _. 
--1 / ,-' 
_-/ I ,, / 
// I // __ L;~::ND PLANE 
_,,--'' SUB POINT 5; AIRCRAFT // 
.c-:::~ __________________________________________________ ..... 
Figure 5. 
p - reJ.ative bearing 
r ... dip angl.e of the recorder head -
-& - altitude of the sun (measured at the aircraft) 
OL - angle between the sun.' s direction and the observer's 
line of sight 
. · In this sketch; cosec.= cos,f cos4"" cos • + sin cr sin • 
(Development of this equation is given in Figure 6; of the Appendix) 
The difference in sun. altitude when measured at the aircraft 
and at point· P caused by curvature of the earth does not enter this 
problem, since with respect to the aircraft all rays :from the sun are 
effectiveJ.y parallel. Using this equation, a polar plot of intensity 
e.ga.inst the angle between sun's direction and the observer's line of 
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sight ca.n be constructed. A plot• of this type is shown in Figure 't of 
the Appeno.u:'L3; the value 0 in this plot equals (180° - G) as G is de-
:fined for the foregoing equation. 
A plot of light intensity through each filter vs. log altitude, 
similar to those shown in Figure 8' of the Appendix, 14 should be made :for 
verticaJ. measurements and certain other orientations which prove of int-
·arest. The general shape such graphs will assume during good photographic 
weather is established by theory and observations made vertically down-
ward :from altitudes up to 20~000 teet. This investigation should extend 
the observations to the altitudes attainable with modern aircraft, and 
a series of such plots should be'' produced showing the variations caused 
by changes in weather conditions~ camera orientations and sun altitude. 
Such plots will give a clear visual impression of the percentage of scat-
tared light :found in each of the three ~ectral regions.. Past investi-
gations a.nd visual. observations indicate that the layer of atmosphere 
just above the ground generally scatters light to the same extent in aJ.l 
wave lengths. This layer of neutral scattering haze is seldom visually 
apparent from the ground _but is usuall.y quite apparent from above. The 
vertical extent of this layer should be immediately discernible from the 
relative intensity vs$ log al.titude plots, for below this altitude the 
three curves should be coincident. 
:Future investigations. beyond this initial flight plan, can be 
made using filters which roughly duplicate the spectral sensitivity 
13 British TechnicaJ. Report, PH 429 • Figure 4, Page 15 
14 Photographic Laboratory Wright-Patterson AFB, Technical Note 
Eng-59-667-22-5 . 
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range of commonly used film and filter combinations. This ty-pe of in-
vesiiigation can then form a partial basis for future selection of film-
filter combinations to be used with a given set of conditions.. By 
measuring the light intensity through each filter delivered by the 
siia.ndard ceJ..ibration lamp used, a ratio of the light intensity to the 
recorder reeding can be established. In. this ma:nner an esiiimate of 
the light intensity available in each spectral range in any observed 
orientation can be quickly made without employing elaborate procedures. 
Some of the factors to be considered in the selection of a film-filter 
combination ere "the light intensity available, the ratio of image-
forming light to total ligh-t, 'the film speed, the film contrast, and 
the amount of shadow detail :required._ Since shadows are illuminated 
primarily by scattered light a.nd this same scatter ligh-t tends to com-
press object contrasii, it is recognized that a compromise must be made 
in the final selection of film and filter. 
Numerous other methods of plotting this data are obvious, and , 
some will probably be employed for later missions. The three plots de-
' 
scribed above should give an over-all picture of the atmospheric haze 
light encountered and will indicate those areas in which more extensive 
observations should be made. The first two proposed plots do not require 
caJ.culations,and the caLculations necessary for the third plot, one com-
pletely tabulated, can be used for all missions. 
When data from the i:nitieJ. missions has been collected, it is 
suggested that a study be made of the possibility of devising a workable 
coefficient of haze or method for classifYing the various forms of haze. 
If a system for classifYing the form a.nd extent of haze can be developed, 
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it will aid materiaJ..ly in establishing correlations between haze and the 
conditions governing haze; however, data now available is inadequate for 
conjecture as to the probable form of this system. 
The aerial. photographer long ago discovered that days which 
visuaJ.ly appear similar in regard to haze of'ten prove to be quite dif-
ferent photographicaJ.ly. In order to better judge atmospheric haze 
conditions before beginning a photographic mission, these early photog-
raphers develOped some general. "ruJ.E:{ of thumb 11 guides. These included, 
beyond a cursory eJreminattion of general. visibility, a visual examination 
of the darkness of shadows, the hue of the sky, and estimates of the 
angle subtend.ed by the hori2'.on and the point at which the horizon gray 
shades off into deep sky blue .. l 6 To ma.k8 passable estimates of haze 
conditions from these qualitative guides requires a great deal. of ~ 
perience and a good visuaJ. memory. This present study is the first ex-
tensive organized search for physicaJ. phenomena which will serve as in-
dicators of haZe conditions. 
Because of the great number and variety of observations needed 
for this phase of the study, data collected during the ini1i1aJ. flights 
will be insufficient for drawing positive conclusions. This data will 
only be vaJ..uable when considered in conjunc-tion with the da-ta collected 
on many future missions. The process of a.naJ.yzing "this data now appears 
to be a straight-forward job of recording "the various phenomena &long 
wi-th "the haze classification and then, by studying "the various vaJ.ues or 
by drawing appropria-te graphs, de-termine "those values which best define 
haze. Therefore, "this report will only in a general manner consider 
15 From conversation with L-t. Col. H. W. Po1ie 
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some of the physical. phenomena which will possibly be useful in future 
a.na.J.ysis. 
The ground observations found to be most useful by practical 
aerial photographers will more than likely be found from this study to 
have an important correlation. The . darkness of ground shadows, or more 
properly the ratio of light intensity reflected by a shadow area to the 
li.ght intensity reflected from the surrounding area, will roughly indi-
cate the total amount of scattering or total. haze value. This ratio 
can be determined by use of a simple photometer or illuminometer along 
with some chosen surface, possibly a white matte Il1aterial. Measure-
. ments of this nature are regularly being made throughout the country 
at solar radiation laboratories previously ~ascribed. 
Observation o~ the hue of the sky will, to some extent, indi-
ca-te 'the thickness of 'the a'tmosphere 's neutral. sca't'tering layer and, 'to 
'this ex'tent, 'the quali'ty of the sca't'tered or haze ligh't. A gradua-ted 
strip of ma'terial pain 'ted whi 'te a't one end changing gradually to deep 
blue a't 'the other and arranged so as 'to be viewed simul-taneously with 
a.n area of the sky will allow repea'table values to be assigned to vari-
ous sk3 hues. 
Other da'ta for considera-tion will be surface visibility, sur-
fa.ce wind direction and velocity, relative humidity, barometric pres-
sure and surface temperature • 
The constantly changing conditions of the atmosphere decrease 
the value of 'this approach as a separa'te problem. The larger more com-
plex problem of forecasting atmospheric conditions consistent with good 
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aerial. photography should, in importance, overshadow this on-the-spot 
judgment of h~e conditions. This problem is, of course, contingent 
upon the capabilities of the compara.ti vely you:Dg science of meteoro-
logical. forecasting. Beginning in 1856 with the studies of the French 
astronomer LeVerrier, the science of weather forecasting has received 
added impetus from the two World Wars a.nd the eXpanding civil air 
services. Today the rapidity with which this science is growing 
lea.ds one to believe that phanominally accurate forecaSting will soon 
be a rea.J..ity. Metecrologists today, however, primarily forecast gross 
weather occurrences. Gross hera refers to conditions such as storms, 
high winds and so forth. Haze can vary a considerable extent under the 
one condition "clear" as now forecast by meteorological. stations. Be-
causa of this, it will be necessary to seek out those r.ecorded vaJ.ues 
which are indicative of the finer weather variations effecting atmos-
pheric haze. The weather va.J..ues for which the finest variations can 
be measured and which might possibly be sensitive to slight variations 
in haze content of the atmosphere are solar radiation, sky color, rela-
tive humidity, atmospheric pressure and temperatura. Complete treatment 
of this a.naJ.ysis procedure will require considerable study of weather 
forecasting theory and technique plus sample observations. Like weather 
forecasting, final. haze forecasting will Undoubtedly depend to a great 
extant on the usa of judgment by the forecaster. This will aJ.low con-
sideration to be made of the location of the target area., time of the 
year and industrial activity. 
I:n:terviaws with weather officers at the Boston weather of-
fice and Bedford Air Force Base has disclosed that all observations 
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taken by such offices are included in the teletyPe messages sent out 
every hour and the charts prepared every six hours. The teletype mes-
sages include station location, cloud coverage (height and extent), 
ground visibility, present weather, barometric pressure, temperature, 
dew point and wind direction and intensity. The charts show wind di-
rection, wind intensity, winds aJ.o:f't, frolXtaJ. activity, and contour 
lines of equal barometric pressure. Such records for the whole country 
are available at any government weather office. 
P· CONCLUSIONS AND RlilOOMMElNDAT IONS 
A survey of literature concerning atmospheric haze has shown 
that, to a. great extent, early theories of atmospheric scattering have 
been substantiated by later observations. However, a.eriaJ. observations 
of the effect of atmospheric haze have been limited by service ceilings 
of available aircraft and sensitivity of measuring devices suitable for 
use in aircra.:f't. The higher aJ.titudes achieved by modern reconnais-
sance planes, a.n.d the altitudes forecast for future aircraft, increases 
the importance of haze studies and the development of sensitive alec-
tronic measuring equipment makes it possible to collect the extensive 
data required for this study. As a result of the increased need for 
this information, this present investigation has been instigated. It 
is intended that, as a result of this program, the aeriaJ. photographer 
will be able to select conditions which minimize the detrimental ef-
facts of atmospheric haze light with more certainty than is possible 
I 
today. 
Using h:rpothetical values consistent with presently reported 
data, many methods for graphieaJ.ly presenting haze light intensity data 
28 
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were studied. Those plots finally suggested in this thesis were se-
lected to e,a.tisfactorily describe the relc.tionships between haze light 
intensity end other parameters while requiring a minimum amount of caJ.-
oulation. Visual interpretation of these graphs should indicate the 
directions and spectral range for which haze light is a minimum. If 
it is desired to separate the attenuation a.nd scattering which ere 
measured together in this study, it is recommended that (simulta.neousJ.y 
with the up-welling light measurell}ents) the sun's intensity be meas-
ured, If this is done for the same spectral ra.nges used for the haze 
recorder measurements, then between two flight levels approximate 
values for attenuation and scattering can be determinedo 
It will be of interest to determine the effect of strati-
fied layers of large particles, and it is suggested thatt whenever such 
layers are encountered during initial flights, the flight plan be al-
tered to include one run just above and one run just below the visible 
demarkation line. This stratified haze la;yer often extends from the 
ground to between 5,000 and 10,000 feet and usually the top of this 
layer is sharply defined (within 20 feet). The difference between in-
tensity measurements above and below this line will~ be due primarily 
to the stratification and only slightly due to the difference in path 
length. 
Discussions with several. weather officers indicated that 
probably no quick and simple method for forecasting atmospheric haze 
conditions will be develOped soon. It is therefore suggested that the 
techniques develOped and used by weather forecasters be employed in this 
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·phase of the study. AeriaJ. collection of haze da.ta to the extent re-
quired for this tyPe of program is quite impractical. Therefore "this 
study wi~l first seek "to establish definiiie correlations between ground 
measuremeniis and haze condiiiions as measured from the air. Many phe-
nomena which can be measured on the grot.md are a direct result of at-
mospheric particle size and distribution. Iii is "therefore aJ.iiogether 
reasonable "to e:x:pecii "the existence of such correlations. Once such 
correlations have been estaolished, it will be possible to determine 
atmospheric haze condiiiions at aJ.l times aii many ground stations. W3.1ih 
"this data it may 'then be possible "to develop techniques for forecasting 
haze condiiiions with reasonable accuracy. 
The spectral quaJ.ity of "the ~ight reflected from "the ground 
is dependent upon tyPe of "terrain, vegetation, time of year and ma.ny 
oiiher variables. Whenever aerial photography is being used to acquire 
information concerning one specific "type of object, iii would be of 
value to know the quality of the light reflected by such objeciis, for 
"then it might be possible "to photograph using a. narrow spectral band 
and thus eliminate haze light from oiiher spectral regions. Even for 
large complex targets, most of the information desired may be retained 
after eliminating portions of the spectrum. For some photographic-re-
quirements, such as camouflage detection, it is necessary to eliminate 
those wave lengths of light which hide the object. The haze recorder, 
with its sectored filter wheel, is an ideal tool for determining the 
relative ~tensity of up-we~ng light in several spectral regions for 
various types of landscape. Upon the successfUl completion of the ini-
tial test flights of the haze recorder, it is suggested that a schedule 
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be arranged for maldng such observations. This schedule should ini-
tiaJ.ly provide for flights over various types of landscape; these 
flights should then be repeated over similer landscape having diffel-
ant natural situations. 
It has bean suggested that one or more six-inch metrogon 
cameras be flown in conjunction with the haze recorder. This would 
provide a general cheek on the operation of the haze recorder over 
m1.even terrain, for the position of high reflectance values in the 
photographs a.nd as measured by the recorder should match. Since 
for initial flights there will be no attempt to match spectral. sen ... 
sitivity of the filter and photocell with any particular photographic 
film-filter combination, it will not be possible to quantitatively 
cheek the relative intensity increases measured by the haze recorder. 
However, since the color of large ground areas is generally known, it 
may be possible to relate the scope traces a.nd the photograph to dis-
cover prominent discrepancies. The number of cameras a.nd the type of 
installation used during the haze recorder flights will be dependent 
upon the' type of aircraft available. ,It is doubt:f'ul that more tha.n 
one six-inch metrogon camera can be used during test flights in the 
T-11 attached to the Boston University PhysicaJ. Research Laboratory. 
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ABSI'RACT OF THESIS 
An airborne telephotometric device (haze recorder) is now being 
conStructed at the BoSton University Physical Research Laboratory to col-
lect the data necessary for a S'i?ud.y of atmospheric haze. It is expected 
that this present study will indicate the exiStence of correlations be-
tween haze light intensity and pa.rameters significant in aerial photog-
raphy. The purpose of this thesis is to provide a.n operational plan 
'. 
including data reduCtion and preliminary. ana.J..ysis for the first explore.-
tory test flights • 
. The haze recorder is being constructed to measure up-welling 
light intensity in a narr~r path from horizon through nadir to horizon. 
The plane of this sweep rotates in 45° intervals relative to the longi-
tudinaJ. axis of the aircraft, and a filter wheel synchronized with the 
sweep from horizon to horizon passes light alternately through blue, 
green a.nd red filters.. Thus a three-dimensional plot of up-welling 
light is formed for each of three spectral ranges. A photomultiplier 
tube transforms this intensity into a.n electrical. signal which, after 
amplification, is displayed on a.n oscilloscope tube and photographed,. 
Data for this study will be derived from three primary sources--
the haze recorder, an aerial observer and ground station reports. The 
camera photographing the oscilloscope face will also recor~ the readings 
of juxtaposed £light instruments. The inStrument panel includes a com-
pass, an altimeter, a temperature gage, tip and tilt indicators and lights 
which indice.te the relative bearing of the instrument. The observer 
should, in addition, record the sun's aJ.titude, wind direction and vel-
32 
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• 
ocity, the general characteristics of the terrain and visual. haze condi-
tions. The ground station report should include wind conditions, cloud 
coverage, grotm.d visibility and a general. synopsis of weather for sev-
eral days preceding the mission. 
Twenty-four photographs of up-welling light intensity as a 
function of sweep angle will be taken during each operating cycle, one-
- half of which a.re duplicates. This duplication affords a ready method 
for checking repeatability of the haze recorder under flight conditions. 
To insure a cheek of this property, it is suggested that initial flights 
be flown over terrain which is not perfectly uniform. This type of ter-
rain will also test the ability of the 15° a.eceP'tanee angle to effectively 
integrate grotm.d reflectance vaJ.ues. 
The great number of observations made during each flight of the 
haze recorder make it essential that ultimately automatic computing and 
tabulating devices be employed. It is suggested; however, that data re-
duction for initial flights be carried out m~ually. A substantial re-
duction in the number of graphs can be achieved by projecting and tracing 
appropriate films to form composite aJ.titude plots for each color and 
relative bearing. 
This composite plot is well-suited for checldng synchronize.-
tion between the scope trace end the S\Veep of the rotating prism, for 
when most traces have their lowest intensity values centered on the scope 
or evenly scattered about this point, then synchronization will be sat-
isfactory. Should these lowest intensity values be to one side of cen-
tar for all relative bearings, then improper synchronization is indi-
• 
cated. The centering of the curves can also give a.n indication of the 
33 
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aircraft altitude· during the run. 
Polar plots in which r is relative intensity and Q is rela-
tive bearing afford good plots for determining best optical a;x:is orien-
tation. Both composite aJ.titude plots and composite sweep angle plots 
should be made, keeping aJ.l other vaJ.ues constant for each graph. Such 
graphs will indicate the effects of specular reflection and directional. 
scattering. Indentations in such plots will indicate low values of scat-. 
tared light intensity and consequently best orientations for oblique 
photography. 
A plot of light intensity through each :filter vs. log alti-
tude s.'llould be mcd.e :for vertical measurements and some chosen oblique 
orientations. This graph will show immediately the dependence of scat-
tering on wave length of light. 
It is expected that the data. collected will be o:f such a nature 
that it will be possible to assume that the light intensity vaJ.ues meas-
ured a.t the lowest flight level consist primarily of image-forming light. 
Intensity measurements made a.t higher altitudes will then consist of 
image-forming light plus scattered light. If results using this as-
sumption prove to be unsatisfactory, it is suggested that simultaneous 
measurements be taken of the sun's intensity at ea.ch :flight level through 
identical filters. From such measurements good approximations of attenu-
ation can be made, and combining the measurements from the two sources 
will give good approximations of relative scattered light values. 
Flights beyond the initia.~ :flights should be planned to deter-
mine those weather conditions which ~re favorable :for aerial. photography. 
From this same data., the most :favorable camera. orientation should be de-
• 
termined for various sun aJ. titudes. Flights should then be scheduled 
over many types of landscape and the spectral sensitivity showing the 
least haze effect over each landscape should be recorded. 
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